A large amount of open source code is now available online, presenting a great potential resource for software developers. This has motivated software engineering researchers to develop tools and techniques to allow developers to reap the benefits of these billions of lines of source code available online. However, collecting and analyzing such a large quantity of source code presents a number of challenges. Although the current generation of open source code search engines provide access to the source code in an aggregated repository, they generally fail to take advantage of the rich structural information contained in the code they index. This makes them significantly less useful than Sourcerer for building state-of-the art software engineering tools, as these tools often require access to both the structural and textual information available in source code.
Introduction
The popularity of the Open Source Software movement has dramatically increased the general availability of free, high quality source code. The repositories that host open source software are growing at an exponential rate [30] , and the software itself is seeing increasing usage, from both developers and the general public. With respect to developers, open source software is often used as part of the development infrastructure, as well as in the code itself, in the form of reusable libraries and frameworks [35, 5] . This growth in the usage and availability of open source software provides a rich opportunity for the creation of novel software engineering solutions. However, collecting, analyzing, and actually using such large quantities of source code is quite challenging, which makes building and evaluating any new techniques significantly difficult. In 1 this paper we present Sourcerer, an infrastructure developed to tackle these key challenges. The paper provides details on the models Sourcerer uses to represent open source code, the content Sourcerer stores, the tools that comprise Sourcerer, and the services that Sourcerer provides. The current version of Sourcerer is designed to work with open source projects developed using Java.
The proliferation of open source software has given rise to two recent trends in the software industry and the academic software engineering research community.
1. Commercial code search engines. The growth in the amount of open-source software in public repositories is reflected in the emergence of several commercial code search engines, such as Koders, Krugle and Google Code Search [67, 68, 11] . These code search engines allow developers to use a single site to search billions of lines of source code collected from various repositories on the Web. 2. Research trends in leveraging large software repositories. There has been considerable research effort in building specialized search tools for software developers. Studies of developers' activities reveal a routine use of web resources during development, in particular code examples and snippets [24, 36] . Supporting these observations several tools have been proposed that utilize code retrieved from repositories. Examples include recommending APIs [37] , code-completion [25] , finding reusable code fragments [41] , finding and synthesizing API examples [36, 26] , and finding application for prototyping [34] .
The commercial code search engines go a fair way towards fulfilling software developers' needs for finding relevant open source code. However, their performance is often lacking, as any user can attest. As a result, the software engineering research community has created a number of novel approaches for large-scale code retrieval. A common theme among these approaches is the use of structural information along with the more traditional textual information extracted from the code. However, conducting research that requires this rich structural information presents three major challenges:
1. Collection: The primary challenge in collecting source code off the Internet is that there is no standard method of distribution. Open source projects are generally hosted by large open source repositories, such as Sourceforge [69] , Google Code Hosting [66] , and Apache [2] , which rarely provide hooks for performing this type of collection. Ultimately, the best way to obtain the source code is to scrape the download links and version control systems from the project web pages. However, the use of different version control systems, download protocols, and constantly changing format/content of the web pages makes automating this collection process rather tedious. 2. Analysis: In order to leverage the structural information available in source code, one has to be able to first extract the information itself. In order to fully extract structural information from source code, the code must be declaratively complete; i.e. all the dependencies must be resolved. Unfortunately, when it comes to source code from the internet, there is no guarantee that the code is declaratively complete; missing dependencies and incomplete files are quite common. Scaling the analysis to thousands of projects further complicates matters, as it eliminates the feasibility of performing any type of manual processing. 3. Application: Due to the challenges posed by collection and analysis, it is often impossible to rapidly design and evaluate applications that make use of both textual and structural information extracted from large quantities of source code. The upfront cost of constructing a repository and implementing sound analysis tools makes research in large scale code retrieval non-trivial. 2
The Sourcerer project explores various applications of the large-scale collection and analysis of open source code. We have developed a research infrastructure that is principally driven by the need to tackle the three major challenges mentioned above. In summary, the Sourcerer infrastructure enables the following:
1. Collection of large amount of source code from open source repositories to build a reference repository for research in large scale source code analysis. 2. Automated analysis of arbitrary Java source code that exists out in the wild (on the internet). 3. Rapid development and evaluation of applications that leverage large amount of preprocessed, cross-linked and aggregated repository of source code.
This paper provides details on important aspects of Sourcerer that enable the above features. The paper is an extension of our earlier publications on Sourcerer [20, 61] . It includes more detailed description on the latest version of the Sourcerer infrastructure and makes the following contributions:
• Provides key details on the design and implementation of the Sourcerer infrastructure that enables collection and analysis of large amount of open source code.
• A summary of applications enabled by Sourcerer's infrastructure and a list of its major contributions in the area of large-scale code retrieval and source code data mining.
• Key details on implementation, configuration, and availability of Sourcerer to motivate its adoption by external researchers.
The Sourcerer Infrastructure primarily consists of five different components:
1. Models: A set of abstractions that capture the elements of textual and structural information in Sourcerer's source code collection. 2. Tools: A collection of loosely coupled tools responsible for the collection and analysis of source code. 3. Stored Content: Artifacts that are produced using various tools and stored locally in Sourcerer's repository. 4. Services: A layer of abstraction that enables access to the Stored Content. 5. Applications: that leverage the Stored Content accessed via various Services.
Paper Organization: The paper begins by covering the five components that constitute the Sourcerer infrastructure. Sections 2 through 5 capture how we built the infrastructure by describing the models, tools, and services. In Section 6, we discuss the applications built using Sourcerer, which validates the applicability and impact of the Sourcerer infrastructure. Section 7 provides information on availability of the Sourcerer infrastructure for use by other researchers. In Sections 8 and 9 we discuss related and future work, and cover how Sourcerer relates to existing similar tools and platforms. We conclude in Section 10. The Appendix contains details on implementation to motivate external users to obtain, use, and extend the Sourcerer's open source infrastructure.
Models
Three models define the basic mechanisms for storing and retrieving information from the source code available in Sourerer's repository. 3 
Storage Model
The Storage Model captures the layout and structure of the physical files in Sourcerer's local repository. A layered directory structure was chosen for two main reasons. First, it allows projects from the same source to be grouped together, which makes adding or removing content more straightforward. Second, after initially implementing a flat version, we discovered that the file system did not adequately handle having tens of thousands of subdirectories in a single directory. The files collected from open source projects are stored in a folder according to the following template:
Above, <repo root> is a folder assigned as the root of Sourcerer's file repository. Given the root folder, the individual project files are stored in a two-level directory structure defined by the path fragment <batch>/<id>. Each <batch> folder contains a semi-arbitrary collection of projects. For example, a batch could be a crawl from a specific online repository or a collection of fixed number of projects. Inside <batch>, another set of folders exist. Each second-level 4 folder in the local repository, indicated by <id> in the above template, contains the contents of a specific project. Each <id> directory contains a single file and two sub-directories, as shown below:
<repo_root>/<batch>/<id>/project.properties <repo_root>/<batch>/<id>/download/ <repo_root>/<batch>/<id>/content/ Above, project.properties is a text file that stores the project metadata as a list of name value pairs. The download folder contains the compressed file packages that were fetched from the originating repository (e.g. a project's distribution in Sourceforge). The content directory contains the expanded contents of the downloads directory. Once the contents of the download directory have been expanded, the directory itself is usually emptied in order to free up space.
The project contents in the content directory can take two different forms, depending on its format in the initial repository. If the project contents are checked out from a remote software configuration management systems (such as svn and cvs), the file located at a relative path path in the originating repository (e.g Sourceforge) exists in Sourcerer's file repository at the following absolute path:
If, instead, the project is fetched from a package distribution, a source file can be found in Sourcerer's file repository at the following absolute path:
Above, package.<i> indicates a unique folder for each i th package that is found in a remote repository. path indicates a relative path of a source code file that is found inside the i th archived package, which is unarchived inside the package.<i> folder.
Project metadata: The project.properties file is a generic project description format that generalizes the project metadata from the online repositories. Many of the attributes in project.properties are optional, except for the following:
• crawledDate: indicates when the crawler picked up the project information
• originRepositoryUrl: URL of the originating repository; e.g. http://sourceforge.net
• name: project's name as given in the originating repository
• containerUrl : project's unique URL in the originating repository And, one or both of the following: (i) Information on project's software configuration management (SCM) system indicated by scmUrl (ii) Information on project's source package distributed on the originating repository:
• package.size indicating total number of packages distributed • package.name.i indicating name of the i th package, where 1 <= i <= size, and i indicates a unique integer denoting a package number.
• package.sourceUrl.i indicating the URL to get the i th package from the originating repository.
Two sample project.properties files showing metadata for two projects is given in Appendix A.
Jar Storage: In addition to the top-level batch directories described above, the local repository also contains a single jars directory. The jars directory is structured as follows:
<repo_root>/jars/project/<jar_path> <repo_root>/jars/maven/<jar_path> <repo_root>/jars/index.txt
The project subdirectory contains all of the jar files that come packaged with the projects in the main repository. This directory is populated by crawling through the repository itself, and copying every jar found. The copying is done so that these jar files can be modified, if necessary, without altering the original projects. The maven subdirectory contains a mirror of the Maven2 Central Repository. Lastly, index.txt contains an index that maps from the MD5 hash of a jar file to its location in the directory structure. This index is used to link the jar files from the projects to the files contained in the jars directory.
The Storage Model provides a standard for storing project files in Sourcerer and is not directly used by applications. The description above will be useful for those interesting in downloading and using the Sourcerer's reference file repository from [54] . Applications rely on other higherlevel abstractions to access the contents stored in Sourcerer.
Relational Model
Sourcerer's Relational Model defines the basic source code elements and the relations between those elements. The metamodel is specific to Java, and is designed to capture its latest version. We decided to go with a language-specific metamodel, rather than a more generic metamodel such as FAMIX [29] , as it allows us to more concisely represent Java-specific features. Our model supports a fine-grained representation of the structural information extracted from source code. It also links the code elements/relations with their locations in physical artifacts.
Two major goals guided the design of Sourcerer's relational model. First, it had to be sufficiently expressive as to allow fine-grained search and structure-based analyses. Second, it had to be efficient and scalable enough to include the large amount of code from thousands of open source projects. To meet these two goals we decided to use an adapted version of Chen et al.'s [27] C++ entity-relationship-based metamodel as Sourcerer's relational model for source code. In particular, their decision to focus on what they termed a top-level declaration granularity provides a good compromise between the excessive size of finer granularities and the analysis limitations of coarser ones.
Our metamodel has evolved two primary ways from its original version. First, it was adapted to include the features introduced by Java 1.5. While adding these features contributed a fair amount of complexity to the metamodel, we felt that it was necessary given the increasing prevalence of open source code using the features. Second, after receiving some feedback from users, we decided to add local variables to our metamodel, allowing for a slightly finer granularity in our analysis.
The relational model consists of the following five elements: Project, File, Entity, Comment, and Relation. A project model element exists for every project contained in Sourcerer's repository, as well as every unique Jar file. A project therefore contains either a collection of Java source files and jar files, or a collection of class files. A file model element represents these three types of files: source (.java), jar (.jar) or class (.class). Both source and class files are linked to sets of Entities contained within them, and to the Relations that have these entities as their source and target. Jar files, on the other hand, are linked to their corresponding jar projects, which in turn contains all of the entities and relations.
An entity model element either corresponds to an explicit declaration in the source code (e.g. Class, Interface, Method etc), a Java package 1 , or Java types that are used but do not correspond to a known explicitly declared type (e.g. Array, Type Variable). An entity type is UNKNOWN when the type cannot be determined due to uncertainty in the analysis. Table 1 lists all entity model element types defined in Sourcerer. These types all adhere their standard meaning in Java, as defined in the Java Language Specification (JLS) [32] .
A relation model element represents a dependency between two Entities. A dependency d originating from a source entity s to a target entity t is stored as a Relation r from s to t. Table 2 contains a complete list of the relation types with a brief description and example for each. All of the relations are binary, linking a source entity to a target. The source entity for a relation is smallest entity that contains the code that triggers that relation. While containment is clear for most of the entities, it should be noted that FIELDs are considered to contain their initializer code and ENUM CONSTANTs are considered to call their constructors. The source entity is always found within the project being examined. This is not necessarily true of the target entity. It can be a reference to the Java Standard Library or any other external jar. In fact, sometimes it is impossible to resolve the type of the target entity, due to missing dependencies.
A comment model element represents the comments defined in the Java source code. Figure 2 shows Sourcerer's relational model using an ER-diagram. It shows the five elements of Sourcerer's relational model and a set of attribute for each of them. Table 3 provides the details on all the attributes of the model elements. Figure 2 and Table 3 provide information on how the model elements are linked with each other, and how the attributes in the relational model link the relational model elements with the storage model. For example, Project element's 'path' attribute links it to the physical location defined by the storage model.
Various tools in Sourcerer make use of this information to connect the relational information with the textual content stored in the physical files.
Index Model
The Index Model complements Sourcerer's relational model by facilitating the application of information retrieval techniques to code entities. Sourcerer's information retrieval component is based on the popular Lucene [6] information retrieval engine, and therefore our index model follows Lucene's general approach. More details on Lucene's content model is available in [59] .
Our index model matches a Lucene document to each entity in the relational model. A document is made up of a collection of fields, each field being a name/value pair. The simplest form of value is a collection of terms, where a term is the basic unit for search/retrieval. Terms are extracted from various parts of an entity, and stored in the fields of the document corresponding to that entity.
Fields in Sourcerer's index models can be categorized into five types:
1. Fields for basic retrieval that store terms coming from various parts of a code Entity 2. Fields for retrieval with signatures that store terms coming from method signatures and also terms that indicate number of arguments a method has 3. Fields storing metadata, for example the type of the Entity, so that a search could be limited to one or more types of entities 4. Fields that store information to facilitate retrieval based on structural similarity (e.g. fields storing fully qualified names (FQNs) of used entities and terms extracted from similar entities 5. Fields that pertain to some metric computed on an entity 6. Fields that store ids of entities for navigational/browsing queries Being based on Lucene, Sourcerer's index model is quite flexible. Depending on a specific search application, an instance of a Sourcerer's index schema can have a subset of various field types listed above. Appendix B shows an example code index schema used in two of Sourcerer's search applications: Sourcerer Code Search engine [18] and CodeGenie [46, 44, 45, 47] . Table 4 presents a subset of the fields available in the Sourcerer index. Sourcerer's search index can be searched using Lucene's query language. The following Lucene query demonstrates how different fields are utilized to express a query that incorporates textual as well as structural information:
short_name: (week date) AND entity_type: METHOD AND m_ret_type_sname_contents: String AND m_args_fqn_contents: Date
The above query has the following meaning: find a method with the terms week and date in its short name (or simple name in JLS [32] Our recent publication [21] provides a more elaborate discussion on how Sourcerer's index model is used in a code-retrieval application.
Stored Content
The Sourcerer infrastructure maintains a collection of stored content corresponding to each of the three models.
A File Repository keeps a collection of files downloaded and fetched from open source repositories in the Internet. The structure of the code repository follows the storage model. Two different databases store the relational information about the contents in the file repository. First, ArtifactDB stores limited information about the jar files found in the repository in order to enable the automated resolution of missing dependencies [62] . Second, SourcererDB stores the relational information on all projects, files and code entities that exist in the code repository. Both of the code databases exist as MySql databases whose schemas confirm to Sourcerer's relational model.
A Lucene based Search Index is available that stores information about terms extracted from each code entity in the corresponding documents and fields. The search index uses a code index schema following the index model.
Services
All the artifacts managed and stored in Sourcerer are accessible through a set of web services. These services provide a layer of abstraction and programmatic access to rapidly build applications that can leverage the underlying content stored in Sourcerer.
Relational Query: Both ArtifactDB and SourcererDB are implemented as MySql databases. They provide direct access to query the underlying structural/relational information in Sourcerer using standard SQL.
Repository Access: This service provides access to the textual content of four of Sourcerer's model elements: files, entities, relations and comments. Repository access is a simple HTTPbased web service that returns the full text when given a unique id.
Dependency Slicing: This service provides dependency slices of the code entities in SourcererDB. A dependency slice of an entity is a program (collection of Java source files) which includes that entity as well as all the entities upon which it depends. Requested slices are packaged into zip files, and should immediately be compilable. The dependency slicing service can take in one or more entity ids and return a zip file containing the collection of sliced/synthesized Java files that the given set of entities depend on.
Code Search: This service implements a query processing and retrieval facility. Client applications (such as CodeGenie [46, 44, 45, 47] ) can send queries as a combination of terms and fields and the service returns a result set with detailed information on the entities that matched the queries. The query language is based on Lucene's implementation using which clients can express structural information in the queries. The current code search service is implemented as a customization of the Solr search engine [15] . Solr is a front end for Lucene, and supports a wide range of retrieval functions such as: basic retrieval of code entities based on the vector space model, faceting based on fields defined in the code index schema, similarity searches etc. All these features are available over Sourcerer's code search index. The matching and scoring (ranking) of entities follow Lucene's implementation. Further details on how Lucene/Solr match the query terms in index fields and scores the matched entities is available from our previous publication [21] ; a more definitive source is [10] . In summary, a boolean retrieval is performed based on a Lucene query as shown in Section 2.3, then all matched entities (documents) are ranked using the TF-IDF measure [58] .
Similarity Calculation: The Similarity Calculation service takes in an entity id of an entity 'e' and returns a list of other entities that are similar to 'e'. Currently, the similarity calculator can suggest similar entities based on three different measures of usage similarity. For this purpose, the similarity calculator uses the usage information stored in SourcererDB. The Structural Semantic Indexing technique that we presented in [21] makes use of the similarity calculation service. Further details on similarity calculation is available in [21] .
Except the Relational Query service, all other services are simple HTTP based services. Currently three services are open to the public. A detailed description of how to use these services is available online [40].
Tools
A number of loosely coupled tools are available in the Sourcerer infrastructure. These tools are primarily responsible for collecting and analyzing source code and producing Sourcerer's stored contents.
Code Crawler: Sourcerer consists of a multithreaded plugin-based code crawler that can crawl the web pages in online source code repositories. To adapt with the changes and differences with web pages in different Internet repositories, the crawler follows a plugin based design. A separate plugin can be written targeting the crawl of a repository. This makes it possible to just update the plugin or add new plugins when a different or new web site has to be crawled. Currently the crawler consists of plugins for Sourceforge [69] , Java.net [3], Tigris [4] , Google Code 12
Hosting [66] , and Apache [2] . The crawler takes a set of root URLs as an input and produces a list of download URLs and version control links along with other project specific metadata. This project specific metadata is in the form as specified by (the project.properties file in) the storage model. Repository Creator: The Repository Creator tool is responsible for parsing the output list from the Code Crawler, filtering noise from the list (e.g. removing duplicate links), and downloading the contents from the online repositories to Sourcerer's local file repository. Given a local file repository's root folder, the repository creator creates the required folder structure and places the contents as specified by Sourcerer's storage model. The repository creator first creates the two level folder structure based on the number of projects it needs to add to the repository. Second, it creates the project.properties file describing each project. Third, it fetches the files from remote/original repositories. project.properties has metadata about two content sources in remote repositories: (i) Source Configuration Management systems such as svn and cvs, and (ii) downloadable packages such as compressed distributions (zips, tars etc). When an information on a SCM repository is available, the repository creator first tries to check out contents from the respective SCM system. If errors are encountered or if the SCM check out brings no contents, then the repository creator downloads all the packages, given that the information on links to the packages exist in project.properties. After the download, the repository creator explodes the archives inside the content folder corresponding to the project. The end result of this process is a local Sourcerer repository based on the storage model and that contains contents fetched from remote open source repositories.
Repository Manager: The repository manager tool is responsible for two tasks: (i) library management, and (ii) optimizing the local repository for feature extraction. Under library management, the repository manager creates and maintains a local mirror of all jar files from the Maven2 central repository 2 [13] . It also aggregates all of the jar files from the individual projects into the jars directory, as described above. It then creates an index of all the unique jar files in the repository. These jars can be used to provide missing types to projects in Sourcerer's file repository during feature extraction if needed. Under optimizing the local repository, the repository manager performs tasks such as compressing the contents inside a project's folder, and cleaning the jars' manifest files to avoid problems due to unexpected classpath additions.
Feature Extractor: The Feature Extractor in Sourcerer is responsible for extracting the detailed structural information from the source code files stored in Sourcerer's file repository. The feature extractor is built as a headless Eclipse plug-in, to make use of Eclipse's AST Parser. Before running the feature extractor, the source code is preprocessed to detect missing libraries using import statements. Some additional heuristics are used to be able to fully resolve the bindings in the source code types and links to the libraries. These heuristics are fully explained in our earlier publication [62] . The Repository Manager and the Feature Extractor together implement the required techniques for Automated Dependency Resolution, a key feature available in the Sourcerer infrastructure, that enables feature extraction from large number of open source projects despite missing dependencies and errors. In summary automated dependency resolution works as follows. First, the feature extraction runs through the available projects to detect missing types. It creates the AST representation of code available in the projects and generates a list of missing types reported by the underlying Eclipse parser. From the list of missing types, the feature extractor generates a list of possible FQNs for those types to be found. It then looks 2 Maven is a build system for Java that provides the facility to fetch required libraries from a central repository [12].
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up the ArtifactDB for possible Jar files where the missing FQNs could be found. While doing so it selects the jar files that can provide the maximum number of missing FQNs. Once the jars are selected, they are included in the classpath of the project with missing types and then the feature extractor runs again. This process is repeated until all missing types are found or if no jars could be located for remaining missing types. After this step, the feature extraction does a full extraction of entities and relations from the projects. Our evaluation of automated dependency resolution has shown that it can increase the percentage of declaratively complete projects in Sourcerer from 39% to 69%. Full details of automated dependency resolution is available in our previous publication [62] .
Database Importer: This tool allows importing the Feature Extractor's output into the code databases: ArtifactDB and SourcererDB.
Code Indexer: The code indexer tool is responsible to index all code entities in Sourcerer's repository using the textual and structural information available for the entities. The code indexer obtains this information using three services, the File Access Service -to obtain the full text corresponding to a code entity, SourcererDB to retrieve entities and comments related to a code entity being indexed, and Similarity Calculation service to retrieve similar entities. As a result of the indexing process, the code indexer produces a semi-structured full text index based on Lucene [6] . Currently the code indexer is implemented as a customization of the Solr [15] indexing and search system. The code index schema varies based on a particular code search application. To index a code entity, the code indexer can retrieve all or some the following data: the full-text for the corresponding entity, the fully qualified names (FQNs) of related entities, comments of the used libraries, and FQNs of used entities. The search index schema will consist of fields to store the terms corresponding to these data types. The terms are extracted from the FQNs and full-text using code-specific analysis techniques (e.g. camel case splitting, removing language keywords as stop words etc). The code indexer tools consists of several of these code-specific analyzers. Appendix B provide further details on configuring the code indexer.
Applications
The services and stored contents in Sourcerer have been used to develop several code retrieval systems and data mining techniques on source code. The data collected in Sourcerer's file repository have enabled large-scale inter-project analysis techniques that have helped strengthen the capability of the infrastructure itself. This section reviews Sourcerer's key features that facilitated its application in the area of large scale code search, analysis and data mining on source code. Table 5 lists 6 applications of Sourcerer that have produced major research contributions. The applications are listed in a chronological order. Major publications corresponding to each application is listed in the fourth column. These references provide full details on the specific contributions these applications of Sourcerer has made in the area of Internet-scale code retrieval and source code data mining.
The first column in Table 5 denotes the Sourcerer milestone, indicating the version of the Sourcerer's infrastructure used in these applications. The difference in Sourcerer's infrastructure between milestones M1 and M2 is explained at the end of this section.
The last column in Table 5 indicates whether the corresponding Sourcerer application is available online, and provides the reference to the URL for those that are available online.
Impact
Among the 6 applications in Table 5 Sourcerer Code Search (SCS) Engine, CodeGenie, Structural Semantic Indexing (SSI), and Sourcerer API Search (SAS) fall under the application category of Internet-scale code retrieval. The work done in Topic Modeling Source Code is an example of source code data mining applications that Sourcerer enables. Finally, Sourcerer Reference Collection (SRC) is an effort towards building reference collection for replicable research in large scale code analysis. Together, these applications demonstrate Sourcerer's impact and contribution since its inception.
Applications Enabled by Infrastructure Features
Reference Collection: Sourcerer's file repository, storage model, and a simple attribute based project metadata format (see Appendix A) provides a basis for creating a large code repository that can store and describe contents fetched from thousands of open source projects. This enabled us to create and release a recent Sourcerer file repository as a reference collection of source code for research in large-scale analysis of source code. The reference repository is available at [54] .
Data Mining: The storage model, file repository, relational model, and relational access to SourcererDB allows creating a text-based corpus of source code documents. Each document can have terms extracted from code entities, along with terms extracted from entities that they depend on. This allows rapid construction of a corpus with the bag-of-words representation of documents. The topic modeling work was enabled by the capability of Sourcerer to create many variations of such corpora with little effort.
Code Indexing: The index model, repository access, and the relational query service facilitate rapid construction of a search index. The code indexer, being based on Solr, allows building the search index in a declarative way. Two XML files are needed that specify the exact search index (index schema) fields, and data sources to be used to produce a search index (data sources). A wide range of code-specific text analyzers, implemented as part of the Sourcerer infrastructure, can be specified in the index schema to generate terms required for the index fields. Appendix C provides an example of Sourcerer's declarative code indexing.
Code Retrieval/Search: All of the five Sourcerer's services enable many required features for building code search applications. First, the code search service can process any standard Lucene query to retrieve a set of code entities from the search index. Again, using Solr as the search server facilitates many advanced search techniques. The format of the search result can be customized as per application's need. Usually the search result contains a subset of matched entities called 'hits', each representing a code entity. Each hit is associated an entity id, which can be used to look up information with the other services. This service-based design facilitates building code search tools that are (i) deeply integrated with developers' working environment, and (ii) leverage textual/structural information extracted from a large amount of source code. Codegenie is an excellent example. Codegenie uses the code search service to first search the entities. It then, using the repository access service, fetches the desired code for each entity returned as a search result. Finally, it gets compilable slices of code using the dependency slicing service that can be merged back into a developer's project workspace. Full details on how Codegenie is built on top of Sourcerer's services is given in [46] .
Inter-project Structural Analysis: The collection of large number of source code for projects, libraries and automated dependency resolution technique have enabled large scale structural/dependency analysis across projects. The first example of this application is the computation of global Coderank [19, 18, 48] , a measure of popularity for a code entity based on adaptation of Google's Pagerank [43] algorithm on the code-graph created using SourcererDB. In this codegraph, entities represent nodes and relations represent edges. Cross-project links are made by finding the source code implementation for libraries that projects refer to. For example, when a code entity has a relation terminating to a binary (library) entity l, the corresponding source entity l s can be found in the SourcererDB. This allows us to create a global graph of program dependencies that span projects. The details on creating such cross-project links are available in our previous publication [61] .
Sourcerer Milestones
Both the design and implementation of Sourcerer has been constantly evolving. Because of this, earlier applications of Sourcerer use slightly different versions of the models and the repository. At large, the changes in Sourcerer can be divided into two milestones M1 and M2, based on five key features. Table 6 shows these features. Sourcerer M1 existed from 2006 -2009 , and the relational model only captured the entities and relations in Java as defined in Java Language Specification 1.3. These entities and relations were extracted using a custom Java parser built using the JFlex/CUP software packages. Search applications built with Sourcerer M1 used the schema shown in Appendix B, Table C.7. The repository used with Sourcerer M1 had 4632 projects.
Sourcerer M2 is a major rewrite of the entire Sourcerer infrastructure. The original design was kept intact, but the implementation was different, producing a set of loosely coupled tools (described earlier Section 5) unlike a monolithic tool that implemented the functionalities of all current tools in Sourcerer M1. Sourcerer M2's relational model captures the entities and relations as defined Java 1.5. Sourcerer M2 also contains a new and bigger source repository with around 18,000 projects. Sourcerer M2, has been open sourced since 2009. The work on code retrieval done with Sourcerer M2 uses a different code index schema that is described in [21] .
Availability and Access
The implementation of the Sourcerer infrastructure is available online as an open source project [9] . Some of the services are available online as listed in Table 5 . As mentioned earlier, we have recently released Sourcerer M2's file repository as a reference collection to be used for research in large scale analysis of source code [54] . Currently, researchers from four different universities have downloaded and are using the repository. Appendix D describes a workflow of using Sourcerer; starting from crawling code to running evaluations using tools available in its implementation. We believe this will motivate other researchers to use and extend Sourcerer in their research.
Related Work
The work done in code analysis and relational model for source code in Sourcerer is quite similar to the approach taken by many reverse engineering tools and models. For example, FAMIX is a language independent model for describing the static structure of object-oriented software systems [29] , and is conceptually compatible with the relational model we use. FAMIXs primary purpose is to support the exchange of information between multiple tools. Where as Sourcerer's relational model's purpose is to represent the structural information in code at the right level of granularity and scale. Linton's OMEGA system was one of the first to model source code in a relational manner, when back in 1984 he used a relational schema to describe a Pascal-like language [53, 52] . As discussed earlier, Sourcerer's relational model is most closely related to that of Chen et al. [27] . It is also nearly identical to the one used by the back-end repository for [37] .
Sourcerer's approach to large scale collection of open source code is, in many ways, similar to Spars-J, a software component repository created by Inoue et al. [42] . Spars-J contains structure and reference information similar to SourcererDB, with the addition of various software metrics. Spars-J also merges similar components, except at the entity, rather than project, level. However the Spars-J public demo appears to be limited to pre-Java 1.5. Although their web-interface allows for searching and browsing of individual files and packages, as well as for references to be followed, it provides no support for direct database or web-service access, making it unsuitable as a foundation to build applications. In addition to Spars-J, there are many other component repositories and code search engines. Merobase, for example, is a commercial component repository that provides a developer API to access its structure-based search [14] . Though it lacks any reference-based information, this still puts it ahead of many other code search engines, such as Google Code Search [11] and Koders [67] .
Future Work
This section presents existing software engineering tools from a few different areas, and describes how they could have benefited from the Sourcerer infrastructure. We also discuss important areas of improvement that could be made to the Sourcerer infrastructure itself.
Possible Benefits to Existing Tools
A natural extension to Sourcerer's applications would be to reimplement or interface existing software engineering tools with Sourcerer's repository and services. This can not only ease and improve the development of these tools (or future tools like these) but also provide opportunities for fair and more scientific evaluation/comparison of these tools with a common underlying repository.
Example Recommendation: Holmes et al.'s Strathcona [37] is a tool for using a developer's current structural context to recommend source code examples. Strathcona attempts to match the structural information in the current context against examples from its repository. The information stored in Strathcona's repository is sufficiently similar to that in Sourcerer's that Strathcona could be implemented on top of the Sourcerer infrastructure. This would focus Strathcona's development on the matching heuristics and client integration, while immediately providing access to a very large repository. XSnippet [63] , Prospector [57] and PARSEWeb [64] are all systems designed to provide examples of object instantiation. Although implementation on top of Sourcerer would provide some benefit to all of them, PARSEWeb would be dramatically improved. Currently PARSEWeb uses Google Code Search to find and download likely examples of object instantiation. These snippets are then analyzed to determine if they contain appropriate invocation sequences. This analysis is complicated by the fact the code snippets are missing most of their external references. PARSEWeb is forced to utilize a variety of heuristic techniques to guess the missing types. Sourcerer is ideally suited for this sort of use, as it can provide snippets where the external references are present, eliminating the errors introduced by the fuzzy analysis.
Information Mining: Both SpotWeb [65] and CodeWeb [60] are tools for detecting API hotspots. If they were to use Sourcerer, hotspots could be detected directly simply by ordering the entities in a jar by the number of incoming relations.
Pragmatic Reuse: Holmes and Walker's approach to reuse [38] shares many similarities with our dependency slicing. While our approach is fully automated, drawing in all necessary dependencies, theirs permits a greater level of customization, allowing developers to exclude dependencies they do not want. In order to achieve this customization, however, a developer must download and import the full project into his workspace. This creates a fair amount of manual overhead, for if there are multiple candidate projects for reuse, the process must be repeated for each one. Furthermore, any unresolved dependencies in the initial project download will remain unresolved in the final result. The combination of their approach with the Sourcerer infrastructure has the potential to eliminate many of these problems. One could construct a reuse plan on a slice returned by our system, further reducing its size, without having to worry about downloading the full project or unrelated or unresolved dependencies.
Extending Sourcerer
Another area of future work in Sourcerer is to address some of its current limitations, and find opportunities to integrate it with complementary platforms/infrastructure.
Multiple Languages: Currently Sourcerer is designed explicitly to work with the Java programming language. Although Java is quite popular as a language of choice to develop software applications today, there are other languages that are equally popular. Even in a single project, it is common to use multiple languages today. For example, a Java project itself might include scripts written in dynamic languages such as Ptyhon and Groovy. Projects also include other declarative mechanisms to generate and build code that make extensive use of languages such as XML. Therefore, models and tools to analyze and store multiple languages, and more importantly, dependencies between them seem to be an important area that an infrastructure such as Sourcerer needs to improve on. In this regard, existing approaches such as XIRC [31] that allows some form of cross artifact analysis in development environments seem relevant. One strategy could be to apply techniques used in XIRC and scale it up to make it work with Sourcerer.
Addressing Evolution: The current design of the Sourcerer infrastructure does not have a strong support to address the evolution of the source code. Source code in open source repositories are constantly modified and updated, at least in active projects. Sourcerer's current design requires it to create a separate project for each unique version of project it needs to store. In terms of storage and analysis this is not the most efficient approach to deal with evolving software. A careful survey of the requirements and application of evolutionary data on source code can guide Sourcerer's future approach in dealing with evolution. One possibility would be to extend Sourcerer's current models with elements that describe evolution, as seen in the meta-model used by the Small Project Observatory project [56] .
Considering non-code artifacts: Source code is not the only artifact that is available in open source repositories. It is well known that during a software development lifecycle various kinds of non-source artifacts are produced and used. For example, data on issues, bugs, documentation, authorship, developer's activities/ history etc. While Sourcerer is not primarily designed to address these kinds of non-source artifacts, it is important to find an approach to connect Sourcerer's models and services with repositories (for example Hipikat [28] that store these non-code artifacts.
Integrating with other open source analysis platforms: Another avenue of extension would be to integrate Sourcerer with open-source quality monitoring platforms, such as Alitheia Core [33] , that aim to collect source code metrics from open source projects on the Internet. Such integration could enable yet new applications, that would leverage open-source quality metrics with information available in Sourcerer's stored contents.
The FLOSSmole project is a collaborative effort to collect and analyze large amount of open source project data [39] . Sourcerer is more comprehensive in terms of tools, services and depth of information it covers for analyzing the source code available in open source project. FLOSSmole's database include more project specific metadata, and had information on larger number of open source projects. On one hand, the data from FLOSSmole project could be used, instead of the data produced by Sourcerer's code crawler, to construct a Sourcerer file repository. On other hand, the depth of information that can be produced using Sourcerer can further enhance the kinds of analyses that FLOSSmole currently supports. Therefore, integrating Sourcerer with FLOSSmole could widen the scope and impact of both projects.
Conclusion
This paper presented the design and implementation of the Sourcerer infrastructure. The primary components and the basic working principle of Sourcerer can be summarized in the architecture diagram presented in Figure 2 . Sourcerer's architecture consists of a set of loosely coupled tools that produce various stored contents. These stored contents confirm to the design specified by three models: Storage, Relational and Index. Five different services provide a layer of abstraction for programmatic access to the underlying stored content. These services enable the development of applications that require access to preprocessed information from large amount of source code (in both textual and structural form).
The Sourcerer infrastructure makes three primary contributions in the area of large-scale collection, analysis and application of open source code:
1. Collection: The storage model, a common metadata format for describing open source projects across various online repositories, and the plugin-based design of the code crawler enable collection of large-amount of code from the Internet. 2. Analysis: A large collection of libraries in Sourcerer's file repository, and the automated dependency resolution implemented in the feature extractor increases the number of declaratively complete projects to 69% from 39% [62] . This makes it possible to extract finegrained structural information from a large number of projects even in the presence of missing dependencies. 3. Applications: Sourcerer consists of several services that provide a layer of abstraction and programmatic access to textual, structural, and information retrieval models of source code. This enables rapid development and evaluation of novel techniques for source code retrieval and data mining. By providing the required models, tools, and services -it serves as a testbed for rapid implementation and evaluation of large scale code analysis tools such as Internet-scale code search tools. The successful application of Sourcerer in applications such as Sourcerer Code Search engine [19, 18, 48] , Codegenie [46, 44, 45, 47] , and Structural Semantic Indexing validates [21] Sourcerer's impact in this area.
Besides above three contributions, Sourcerer provides key resources to conduct replicable research in large scale code analysis by (i) making available a large collection of source code in a standard format [54] , and (ii) by making the infrastructure's implementation available as an open source project [9] . Finally, we hope that the details on the Sourcerer's implementation available in the Appendix will motivate external usage and contribution to the Sourcerer project.
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in SCS [19, 48] , and was the primary contributor to data-mining applications of Sourcerer [49, 50, 51, 48, 23] the entity id of this entity in the code database parent id the parent entity that contains this entity (via the inside relation) fan in all local all incoming entity ids fan out all local all outgoing entity ids fan in mcall local entity ids of all local callers for a method from the same project fan out mcall local entity ids of all local callees for a method from the same project with the aggregate-jar-files and create-jar-index flags respectively. In each case, the input repository (input-repo) must be specified. Building ArtifactDB: As specified by the storage model, the jars folder in the file repository contains the jar files used to resolve the missing dependencies. The contents of this folder and the corresponding Jar-index can be constructed from any managed repository, which can contain whatever artifacts the user wants, such as a mirror of the Maven Central Repository. We recommend contacting the people at Apache in order to obtain such a mirror, though a crawler and downloader for it can be found in the repository-manager project in the edu.uci.ics.sourcerer.
repo.maven package. Once the file repository is ready with the Jar-index, the Feature Extractor tool is used to extract the types provided by these artifacts. The Feature Extractor is run as an Eclipse application, class Extractor inside package edu.uci.ics.sourcerer.extractor , which is found in the extractor project. It can either be used directly in Eclipse, or as a headless plugin. The following must be specified in command-line arguments: the type of extraction (extract-jars to limit to jar files and extract-binary to ignore jar file source), the input file repository (input-repo), and the output repository (output-repo). After the extraction is complete, an instance of ArtifactDB can be populated with the type information. This is done using class Main, inside package edu.uci.ics.sourcerer.db.tools, in the database project.
Automated Dependency Resolution: Once ArtifactDB is ready, the Feature Extractor tool can perform automated dependency resolution. Dependency resolution is available for both jar and project extraction, simply by adding the resolve-missing-types flag to the Extractor. If dependency resolution is used, the database containing the ArtifactDB must also be specified as an argument to Extractor.
Building SourcererDB: Populating SourcererDB is done in exactly the same way as ArtifactDB. Running Services: The File Repository and SourererDB make up two content sources needed for indexing. To proceed with indexing, first the file repository needs to be served using the Repository Access service. An implementation of this service is available in the Github repository under infrastructure/ services/ file-server.
To create the search index required for retrieval evaluation described in [21] , two different similarity calculation services are needed. First, that computes the Tanimoto Coefficient/Hamming Distance based similarity. This part is implemented in infrastructure /services /similarity-server. The similarity-server requires a data source with information on API usage. This can be provided as a plain text file. A tool to generate this usage information is available inside project infrastructure /tools /core /machine-learning. Two classes produce the required usage statistics. First, class UsagePreCalculatorRunner inside package edu.uci.ics.sourcerer.ml.db.tools calculates the usage details on all entities and APIs. Second, class FilteredUsageCalculator found in the same package finally prepares the required usage statistics by filtering outliers (e.g.; APIs that are used by only one entity).
The second similarity calculation service that computes the TF-IDF based similarity requires a running instance of a minimal code search service that is available under infrastructure /services /solr-config. The procedure required to run the indexing tool and the code search service is same as for running these tools to do the final retrieval evaluation. The only difference lies in writing the schemas and data configuration specification.
Indexing: The implementation of the code indexer and code search tools is available under infrastructure /services /solr-config. To run the code index tool, first a Solr installation needs to be configured by writing schemas as described Appendix B. The script that runs the search tool is available in the Github project solr-config, and is named runindex.sh. This script runs the indexing in a cluster of machines running the Sun Grid Engine distributed computing platform [16] . The script can easily be modified to run the indexing in a single machine.
Retrieval and Evaluation: The retrieval step requires four different services to be running: Repository Access (fileserver in Github), Relational Query (an instance of SourcererDB), similarity server for HD/TC similarity (similarityserver) in Github, and similarity server for TF-IDF similarity (a configured instance of solr-config). Once these services are up and running, an instance of the retrieval evaluation tool can be run to execute different queries and collect the required statistics that get generated. The retrieval tool is available in Github under project infrastructure /apps /codesearch. The implementation of the retrieval tool used in [21] is available as a GWT (Google Web Toolkit) based web application starting at class EvalSnippetsEntryPoint in package edu.uci.ics.sourcerer.evalsnippets.client.
The output of running the retrieval evaluation tool can be processed using a tool available in Galago Search project [7] . Finally, the output from Galago Search project provides the necessary data that can be analyzed to measure the retrieval performance. To ease this analysis, handy scripts to be used with the R statistical programming environment are available in Sourcerer's Github location research /api-location /evaluation. Summary: The workflow described above demonstrates that Sourcerer provides an end-to-end solution for large scale collection, analysis and retrieval of code. A collection of tools and services are required for that purpose. The implementation of these tools and services are found in Sourcerer's github repository but can be difficult to trace through in the order they need to be used. Therefore, in Table C .8, we present a summary of the workflow described above in 19 steps that need to be performed in the given order. The table shows the name and location of the implementation for scripts, tools and services corresponding to each step. It also shows the part of the Sourcerer's architecture that each 30 implementation belongs to.
